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BY KERI HUI*
THE CULTURE OF SENSIBILITY FLOURISHED in the eighteenth century—and Joseph
Haydn’s immersion in this culture is evident in a number of his operatic works. Jessica
Waldoff has highlighted Haydn’s La vera costanza, premiered in 1779 (and revived in
1785 due to the loss of the original score), as the opera that arguably best reveals the
composer’s knowledge of sentimental novels.1 The operatic ‘Pamela’ industry based on
Samuel Richardson’s Pamela (1740) loosely began when Carlo Goldoni wrote the libretto of Niccolò Piccinni’s La buona ﬁgliuola (1760). In the words of Mary Hunter, this
opera is characterized by ‘the structural relation between class-distinctions and the
manifestation of sensibility that Goldoni’s libretto borrows from Richardson’s novel’.2
The garden-girl Cecchina, as Waldoff notes, charms the audience as one who seems to
identify with both the high and low classes but belongs to neither.3 Rebecca Green
likewise observes how La buona ﬁgliuola not only spotlights the ‘feminine domain of feelings’ but also uses this emphasis both to present and resolve the problem of inter-class
marriage. Its ending, which unveils Cecchina’s true parentage as the daughter of a
German baron, questions the grounds of socio-political prestige, for her noble virtue in
the story ﬁnds its basis in feminine sensibility instead of regal bloodlines. Haydn’s Le
pescatrici, also based on a libretto by Goldoni and premiered in 1770 for Countess
Maria Theresa Lamberg’s wedding, follows a similar plot, focusing on the lost princess
Eurilda, adopted by the ﬁsherman Mastriccio; that this opera would be used on the
celebrative occasion of a wedding at Eszterháza shows, as Green remarks, not only a
shift in operatic taste but also the aristocracy’s increasingly loosened attitudes towards
representations of a more complicated hierarchy of social interactions.4
Haydn’s familiarity with sentimental literature and the mixing of social classes is suggested not only in the composer’s operatic works. The ﬁrst and the last of the set of
three keyboard sonatas composed for and dedicated to Princess Marie Esterházy
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CHOREOGRAPHING SENSIBILITY: INNOCENCE AND
POLITENESS IN HAYDN’S HOB. XVI: 40 AND 42

A FICTIONAL NARRATIVE: THE PASTORAL STATE OF INNOCENCE IN HOB. XVI: 40’S
ALLEGRETTO E INNOCENTE

Marked Allegretto e innocente, the G major ﬁrst movement of Hob. XVI: 40 is formed as
an ABA0 B0 A00 design. The pastoral orientation of the A theme (bb. 1–24) has been
highlighted in several readings—Elaine Sisman calls the theme ‘certainly a pastoral
“type”’ and A. Peter Brown hears it as a ‘coquettish pastoral’.5 (See the edition of this
movement in the Appendix.) Characterized by typical pastoral traits such as a simple
melody with two beats per bar in 6/8 without the dotted quavers of the siciliano, the
theme displays two central characters of the pastoral mode as described by Robert
Hatten: ‘simplicity as opposed to complexity’ and ‘molliﬁed tension and intensity’.6
Johann Mattheson, whose Der volkommene Kapellmeister (1739) was studied by Haydn,
argues that the pastoral epitomizes innocence and that it relies on melody to achieve
the related effect.7 A single ﬁne melody, according to him, is the ‘most beautiful and
most natural thing in the world’.8 Haydn, too, prioritizes melody and considers writing
‘a charming and rhythmically right melody’ that ‘touches the heart’ as his compositional aim, especially in regard to vocal works.9 Despite not being a vocal composition, the
Allegretto e innocente entices with a delightful, cantabile A theme. Divided into two
repeated sections, the theme immediately draws listeners into a mode of youthful, pastoral innocence through a simple melody (bb. 1–8), which returns in bars 17–24. This
theme exhibits the four characteristics that Mattheson considers fundamental to a
good melody: it is ‘facile’, ‘clear’, ‘ﬂowing’, and ‘lovely’.10 To be facile, according to
Mattheson, requires an avoidance of elements of a forced or difﬁcult nature, for ‘we
cannot have pleasure in a thing in which we do not participate’. To be clear, caesuras
and divisions must be precise; the number of beats must also stay proportionate, with
appropriate cadences for one speciﬁc mood. To be ﬂowing, there must be a uniform
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(Hob. XVI: 40 and 42) may be viewed as works that reﬂect his knowledge of the culture of sensibility. Offered to the then 15-year-old Princess Marie, daughter of Franz
Josef I of Liechtenstein, to celebrate her wedding with the 18-year-old Prince Nikolaus
II on 15 September 1783, the ﬁrst movement of Hob. XVI: 40, with its pastoral theme
and oscillation between major and minor modes, may be heard as a ‘ﬁctional narrative’ that evokes both the character ideal of ‘innocence’ common in sentimental novels
and a typical heroine’s process of emerging out of this innocence. The ﬁrst movement
of Hob. XVI: 42, on the other hand, contains conduct-book-like materials that reﬂect
the contemporary social culture of politeness. Together, these two movements, published in 1784 by Bossler, may be seen as a musical choreography of tasteful innocence
and politeness that encapsulates a speciﬁc side of eighteenth-century feminine
sensibility.
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metre with similar phrases and an absence of sharp jolts through ‘little chromatic
steps’. Finally, to be lovely, the melody must open with pure sounds related to the
tonic key as well as use steps and small intervals rather than large leaps, a decent number of repetitions (but not too many), and reasonable ﬁgures.11
Put another way, much of the melodic design of A—particularly that of the
opening melody, which returns—displays Mattheson’s concept of the ‘singing style’.
This melody entails minimum leaps, shows no impetuous rhythms, encompasses a
narrow range, and follows a singer’s breathing pattern. Most importantly, it is
‘singable’—not in the sense that it requires little vocal technique, but that it is comprehensible.12 To avoid coming across as difﬁcult or inaccessible, the harmonies in
A alternate predominantly between tonic and dominant. Despite its pastoral simplicity, A does not completely descend into the rustic or the ‘low’ style. To ensure a
sweet ﬂowing quality, Haydn uses the technique of enjambment to join the two
phrases in bars 1–4 and bars 5–8 smoothly with a galant counterpoint that elevates
the simplicity with a kind of courtly, gracious elegance: in its naive accessibility,
hints of nobility are still present.
There are also certain traits in the melody that would appeal to eighteenth-century
notions of feminine beauty. Johann Georg Sulzer argued that beauty attracts, charms,
and pleases; if taste is real, then beauty is real and ‘ﬂatters our imagination by presenting itself in an attractive, pleasing form’.13 A quality tied primarily to femininity and
delicacy, beauty—to eighteenth-century thinkers such as Edmund Burke, William
Hogarth, and Immanuel Kant—is inseparable from smoothness and smallness.
Although (with the notable exception of Burke, who suggests vocal melody is a key
source of the beautiful14) such ﬁgures did not elaborate much on musical beauty,
smoothness and smallness can still be heard and visualized in Haydn’s melodic design
in this movement. Hogarth’s theory of smoothness has previously been used by
William Gardiner in analysing Haydn’s ‘A Pastoral Song’ (Hob. XXVIa: 27) to argue
that the song displays a ‘perfect exhibition of the line of beauty’ with minute, soft, and
delicate intervals.15 A waving serpentine line, Hogarth’s ‘line of beauty’, seeks to excite
the attention of the viewer and evoke lively movement. The minuet, Hogarth observes,
consists of many movements in serpentine lines, and, in other dances, the fewer serpentine lines, the lower the estimation of the dancing-master.16 As Hogarth’s ﬁgure shows,
the path of the minuet is also composed of serpentine lines (see Pl. 1). The minuet steps
transform walking into dancing with a larger quantity of waving; during the dance the
dancers raise their bodies by gentle degrees higher than the ordinary, and lower it
again in a similar manner. ‘When the parties by means of this step rise and fall most

smoothly in time’, writes Hogarth, ‘and free from sudden starting and dropping, they
come nearest to Shakespeare’s idea of beauty of dancing.’17
In Haydn’s Allegretto e innocente, bars 1–2 immediately and compactly translate this
line of beauty into music. The melody begins on the tonic and, like the path of the
minuet, rises slightly before it gracefully falls to a lower D, which then returns to the
tonic through steps that smoothen the gap of a perfect fourth. The melodic contour of
the ﬁrst two bars of A, in other words, vividly displays a serpentine line (see Ex. 1).
This serpentine line playfully infuses a certain cunningness in the seemingly naive appearance of the pastoral. Burke, in his observations on beauty, speaks of a similar
‘deceiving’ side of feminine smoothness that causes the eyes not to know where to
focus:
Observe that part of a beautiful woman where she is perhaps the most beautiful, about the
neck and breasts; the smoothness; the softness; the easy and insensible swell; the variety of the
surface, which is never for the smallest space the same; the deceitful maze, through
which the unsteady eye slides giddily, without knowing where to ﬁx, or whither it is carried.18

For Burke, even the face of a woman must be ‘expressive of such gentle and amiable
qualities, as correspond with the softness, smoothness, and delicacy of the outward
form’.19
Kant, on the other hand, argued that the beautiful charms with smallness, adornments, and ornaments.20 Although Kant says little about musical beauty, melodic
smoothness, as Haydn’s A theme demonstrates, depends much on the idea of smallness. Small intervals ﬁll gaps and reduce sudden jumps, sharp lurches, and unnecessary
forces that may distort gracefulness. Stepwise, delicate semiquaver and demisemiquaver embellishing notes, for example, are used to smoothen the major-seventh and
major-sixth gaps between the F and E with fermatas and the thematic returns in A
and A1 respectively (b. 16; b. 52). In A1 (bb. 37–60), smallness is further evoked
17
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PL. 1. William Hogarth, The Analysis of Beauty (1753), Minuet-Path

EX. 1. Serpentine line in Haydn, Hob. XVI: 40, I, bb. 1–2

Beauty, in all the arts, is the result of softness, smoothness, delicacy, smallness, gentle undulations, symmetry, and the like. When, therefore, in music the melody is vocal and ﬂowing, the
measure symmetrical, the harmony simple and intelligible, and the style of the whole
soft, delicate, and sweet, it may with as much propriety be called beautiful, as a small,
perfect Grecian temple, or a landscape of Claude Lorraine.22

Symmetry as emphasized by Crotch appears in various ways in Haydn’s A and B
themes in a calculated manner that reinforces the notion of limit. Robert Gjerdingen
speaks of a feature called ‘the mirror or complementary contours’ common in Haydn’s
works in the ‘Classic’ style;23 here, A and its variations present a few cases. In A, for instance, when bars 9–10 restate bars 1–2 an octave higher with slight variations, the original slurred D, E, F# and the three repeated tonics are inverted, resulting in a slurred
G, F#, E and three repeated dominants. The material in bars 12–13 and bars 14–15
also demonstrates a reﬂective symmetry. In A1, bars 48–9 show a mirror-like symmetry
and bars 50–2 also play with complementary contours; in A2, the left-hand accompaniment in thirds in bars 84–5 and 86–7 presents another symmetrical example.
Structurally speaking, B (bb. 25–36) and B1 (bb. 61–72) adopt a symmetrical pattern
of k: 6 :k k: 6 :k. In the opening two bars of both, the left-hand quaver accompaniment separated by rests in bars 25–6 and 61–2 also displays a reﬂectional symmetry.
The preponderance of small intervals in this movement might also appeal to a
related fashion of musical femininity before the 1790s, found in music for the fair sex
that conceptualized minimal hand movement as a feminine characteristic. Johann
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through a delicate, reﬁned variation of the theme through rhythmic division and chromaticism. What are predominantly quavers in A have now evolved into semiquavers
through chromatic, stepwise, and occasionally arpeggiated movement of small intervals. A2 (bb. 73–99) continues to feature subdivided rhythm and chromaticism, although the use of small intervals has become much more diversiﬁed and spirited
here—the next section will return to and unpack this particular detail. Small ornaments also enhance the ﬂow of the music; in A alone, eight turns exist in total.
In addition to smoothness and smallness, symmetry also helps maintain a certain reﬁnement in this movement. To Burke, symmetry as a mathematical idea does not
count as a true measure of beauty; to Hogarth, regularity or symmetry only delights
the eyes when it expresses the idea of ﬁtness.21 Consider, however, William Crotch’s
words on symmetry in The Substance of Several Courses of Lectures in Music (1831). Although
this work was written around twenty years after Haydn’s death, it blends the theories
of smoothness and smallness proposed by Burke, Hogarth, and Kant with Mattheson’s
ideal of vocal beauty:

24
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Friedrich Reichardt, for one, considered ‘sensitive eyes and small hands’ the unique
features of women. In this view, short works with elegant movement, light textures,
and small intervals are preferred to large, lengthy, and symphonic pieces that signiﬁed
heavy, laborious learning.24 This is not to say that Hob. XVI: 40, despite its dedication
to Princess Marie, was music purely for women. Although, as Daniel Heartz suggests,
Marie might have been a pupil of Haydn, the composer himself, soon after Hob. XVI:
40–2 was advertised on 31 August 1784 in the Frankfurt Staats-Ristretto, performed
these sonatas and even gave a copy of the score to his friend Father Rettensteiner on 3
June 1785 at a ‘entertaining hour-long visit’.25
Regardless of who plays it, the musical text of the Allegretto e innocente may be read as
a ﬁctional narrative that accentuates a conventional feminine ideal embodied by sentimental heroines: innocence. Pastoral simplicity is fundamental to innocence because
the innocent knows no evil and suffering—the pastoral is the state of the innocent’s
cognitive universe. ‘Back to nature’, says Leonard Ratner, is what the pastoral evokes
in a sentimental manner.26 Raymond Monelle claims similarly that the pastoral signiﬁes ‘a return to the state of nature’, a state of either ‘innocence in the sense of an absence of tumult and strife and a freedom from passion’ or ‘another kind of innocence,
that of sexual freedom’.27 The invoked nostalgia that summons a primitive, childlike
state hovers between mankind’s imagination and recollection; as Raymond Williams
states, the particular version of the Golden Age and the tranquil Edenic pastoral scene
is a ‘myth functioning as a memory’.28 Charles Rosen, who argues that the simplicity
of the pastoral is that which is ‘most moving’ despite its artiﬁciality, further ties this
simplicity to Haydn’s melodic management: ‘The country simplicity that speaks with a
sharp nostalgia to the urban reader . . . the apparent naı̈veté is at the heart of Haydn’s
manner. His melodies, like the shepherds of the classical pastoral, seem detached
from all that they portend, unaware of how much they signify.’29
Pastoral and its ‘innocent’ tone cannot be treated as something unique to the feminine, however, for as W. Dean Sutcliffe has shown, the pastoral speaks to a broader
eighteenth-century theme of sociability as a cultural mode related to ‘affective sociability’ and intersects with ‘the taste for reduction’ marked by ‘simplifying cadence’, a phenomenon in which ‘cadence points act to calm the tone of the discourse’.30 The
embodied naivety of the sweet pastoral in this movement nonetheless overlaps with the
ideal of innocence that contemporary female participants in the culture of sensibility
across classes would have been conversant with. The ‘characterological’ approach proposed by Colin Campbell, which analyses a topic not so much by studying behaviour
but by identifying the various character ideals prevalent in a given period shared

31
See Colin Campbell, ‘Understanding Traditional and Modern Consumption in Eighteenth-Century England: A
Character Action Approach’, in John Brewer and Roy Porter (eds.), Consumption and the World of Goods (London, 1994),
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34
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among different groups of populations, helps elucidate this phenomenon.31 ‘Character’
in Campbell’s approach is not a synonym for personality, temperament, or ofﬁce; rather,
it covers ‘that portion of the conduct of individuals which they can be expected to take
responsibility for’ and reveals what a historical period believes perfection in a man or a
woman should consist of. Those who act out such characters are often rewarded as individuals of worth; those who do not may be blamed accordingly. Visible conduct
becomes the means by which one fulﬁls character ideals. One has to decide constantly
what emotions to display, what speciﬁc manners to adopt, and which abilities to pursue
based on the characters one desires to embody.32 Among the few eighteenth-century
character ideals Campbell studied are the ‘ideal of sensibility’, endorsed primarily by the
middle class, and the ‘aristocratic ideal of character’.33 The former, which enables middle-class citizens to become elites not of birth but of virtuous accomplishment, celebrates
sympathy, delicacy, and responsiveness towards beauty; the latter avoids emotional excess in favour of restrained, civilized behaviour and pursuit of honour. Nevertheless, although the two types of ideals appear status-based and class-reinforced, they are by no
means mutually exclusive, especially when it comes to the discourse of femininity. After
all, middle-class women, in order to show virtue, were supposed to act in courteous
ways; noble ladies, in order to display learnedness, were also to show sensitivity to aesthetic beauty. Perhaps the divide between the middle classes and the aristocracy does
allow some ﬂexibility—and a character ideal that seems to have been inhabited by both
is precisely innocence. This ideal of innocence combats a common enemy shared by
both classes: the ‘vulgar’ or the ‘vile’ that would threaten femininity.
Consider the response of Caroline Flachsland after reading The History of Lady Sophia
Sternheim. ‘My whole ideal of a woman!’ she exclaimed to her ﬁancé, Johann Gottfried
Herder: ‘Gentle, tender, beneﬁcent. Proud and virtuous. And deceived.’ Flachsland
pitied herself for being far from such an ideal.34 Yet one can quickly spot certain incongruities in this list—how can virtue, for example, co-exist with being ‘deceived’? To
juxtapose being virtuous with being deceived may forge inconsistency because such a
claim can be interpreted as equating foolishness with virtue. But when being deceived
is understood as a result of one’s innocence—innocence in the sense of naivety
and ignorance—it can then assert itself with a virtuous facade. Sophia is a virtuous
woman of sympathy and tenderness, but her ‘innocence’, which makes her prone to being
misguided and deceived, transforms her into an even more desirable woman. Thus innocence is not always about blamelessness but denotes fundamentally one’s lack of experience or awareness of ‘reality’. Consequently, this quality is also more often attached to
roles such as guileless children, tender daughters, young garden-girls, and chaste virgins.
August Friedrich Oelenhainz’s painting of the 8-year-old Princess Marie Josepha
Hermenegilde of Liechtenstein in 1776 casts light on the childlike, harmless innocence
of the little princess (Pl. 2). With a pair of big gullible eyes, tender red lips, and soft
rosy blush, she smiles like a child of the aristocracy, but also poses like a garden-girl
who mingles with nature and ﬂowers. Dressed in a luscious yellow dress, she is

surrounded by beautiful pink roses and blue morning glories with heart-shaped leaves.
Her elegantly tied hair is also adorned with a blossoming rose and another that has yet
to bloom. Burke considers the rose a visual representation of the beautiful; for him, the
rose is even lovelier before it becomes full blown.35 The extra layer of lush blue garment underpinning Marie’s dress and the ribbon resting on her shoulder send a subtle
signal: dipped in the same type of blue with similar shades of white as the morning glories, they suggest Marie is also a sweet child of mother nature like the ﬂowers—she
personiﬁes the ﬂowers in the form of ﬂesh and, like the rose, she does not need to be
fully mature to epitomize loveliness and beauty.
In sentimental literature, a young heroine reveals her innocence when she appears
perplexed by the wild, real world. As Northrop Frye writes, the ‘violated innocence’ of
female protagonists in sentimental novels is a common emphasis.36 The typical sentimental heroine often begins with little clue about suffering, but later ﬁnds herself in a
complicated world ﬁlled with evil and betrayal. Sometimes her innocence also stands
out when it is contrasted with new delights and temptations. In Frances Burney’s
Evelina, or A Young Lady’s Entrance into the World (1778), ﬁrst published anonymously as
35
36
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165.
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PL. 2. August Friedrich Oelenhainz, Portrait of Princess Maria Josepha Hermenegilde von
Liechtenstein, 1776. Reproduced by Permission. ß 2020 LIECHTENSTEIN, The Princely
Collections, Vaduz-Vienna/SCALA, Florence
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39
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the author feared her father’s disapproval, the heroine’s eyes become opened to all
sorts of thrilling city pleasures that she has never tasted. She describes her experience
of an opera performance: ‘I could have thought myself in Paradise, but for the continual talking of the company around me. We sat in the pit, where every body was
dressed in so high a style, that if I had been less delighted with the performance,
my eyes would have found me sufﬁcient entertainment from looking at the
ladies.’37 Innocence, again, by no means always equates to folly, even though it initially
makes one easily deceived. Consider Evelina: she has ‘a certain air of inexperience and
innocency that is extremely interesting’ and yet she also displays ‘an excellent understanding and a great quickness of parts’.38 She is intrigued by the world but not
‘worldly’. Her combination of innocence and intelligence eventually attracts Lord
Orville to marry her.
This ‘innocence’ can dissemble, however. Eighteenth-century authors, observes
Ann Jessie Van Sant, aimed at the idealization of ‘decorous young women restored
to innocence’.39 But can innocence really be restored? One can unlearn things that
have been learned, but cannot ‘ungain’ something that has been gained. For a child
to stay forever as a child is unnatural; to return to an idealized Eden is also unnatural. Likewise, a heroine cannot return to her previous state in which she knew no
pain or sorrow. To ‘sustain’ innocence, then, this ideal has to be reinvented as the
notion of modesty manufactured by human hands. This fabricated innocence is no
longer about an inner purity but concerns outward appearance and opposes excessive lavishness; it hints at a virtuous desire to remain ‘uncontaminated’ by vulgarity, vanity, and pride.
Marie, as the beloved youngest daughter of Prince Franz Joseph I of Liechtenstein
(1726–81) and Princess Maria Leopoldine Liechtenstein née von Sternberg (1733–
1809), was no stranger to the need to exhibit an innocent outlook; her mother
Leopoldine seems never to have stopped playing her role as one who prioritized protecting Maria’s ‘purity’. When the newly-wed Maria was immediately left alone by
Prince Nikolaus II, who had to depart on a journey right after the wedding, Nikolaus’s
father Anton attempted to take Maria for himself. The alert Leopoldine immediately
joined forces with Nikolaus’s grandfather Nikolaus I to stop Anton in order to keep
her daughter ‘unstained’.40 She was also known to have safeguarded her daughter
from ‘degraded’ artistic cultivation; when Marie insisted on sponsoring and participating in amateur theatre performances with her brother Louis and his wife, Leopoldine
reproved Marie and her daughter-in-law for their involvement, worrying that they
might form friendships that could lead to malign inﬂuence.41
Angelika Kaufmann’s portrait of Marie in 1795 (Pl. 3) likewise suggests manufactured innocence’s capacity to reveal and conceal at the same time. Marie’s dress here
might appear rather simple, but it reﬂects John Gregory’s teaching on modesty, that a
dress that conceals might often prove one’s feminine delicacy, taste, and meekness
more powerfully:

Dress is an important article in female love. The love of dress is natural to you. . . . Good
sense will regulate your expense in it, and good taste will direct you to dress in such a way as
to conceal any blemishes, and set off your beauties. . . . But much delicacy and judgment are
required. . . . A ﬁne woman shews her charms to most advantage, when she seems most to
conceal them. . . . You will not easily believe how much we consider your dress expressive of
your characters. Vanity, levity, slovenliness, folly appear through it. An elegant simplicity is
an equal proof of taste and delicacy.42

Humbly wrapped in a reserved dress with a head covering, Marie’s docile face smiles
with a tint of shyness and her eyes look slightly away. Although she is no longer the
42
John Gregory, ‘John Gregory, from A Father’s Legacy to his Daughters, 1774’, in Vivien Jones (ed.), Women in the
Eighteenth-Century Constructions of Femininity (London, 2006), 44–53 at 47–8.
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PL. 3. Angelika Kaufmann, Maria Josepha Hermengilde von Liechtenstein, Princess Esterhazy, 1795.
Reproduced by Permission. ß 2020 LIECHTENSTEIN, The Princely Collections, VaduzVienna/SCALA, Florence

ingenuous child of the ﬁrst painting, she continues to blush. Gregory identiﬁes blushing
as a proof of feminine sensibility:

The child’s blush is an involuntary act of nature that cannot be disguised; but the
adult blush like that on the 27-year-old Maria ﬂaunts a bashful modesty. Maria’s demure face decorated with cosmetic redness on both cheeks does not come from a naive
ignorance of her sexuality; instead, it establishes her femininity by distancing herself
from both childlike immaturity and the vulgarity of crude seductresses. This blush on a
pale face evokes the ability of ‘assembled innocence’ to dissemble. Sentimental writers
understood that innocence ultimately remains an ideal and may have the ability to dissimulate, as in the case of Laurence Sterne’s Maria, a popular subject for paintings
whom Kaufmann had also depicted before. Dressed innocently in white with her hair
hung loose, ‘poor Maria’, abandoned by her lover, was found sitting under a poplar.
With tears trickling down her cheeks, she let Yorick wipe her tears away with his handerkerchief.44 ‘Innocence’, after all, is not so innocent.
THE MINOR SHIFT: SENSIBILITY IN DISTRESS

As noted earlier, the innocence of a young sentimental heroine is often only
made alive to readers when her utopian world-view appears shattered by the
world’s complexity—in Haydn’s Allegretto e innocente, the B theme that follows the pastoral A theme perhaps invokes such an episode. Both themes in this movement demonstrate the typical features of Haydn’s double variations: both share the same tonic but
are set in opposite modes; each theme is divided into two repeated sections; the total
number of variations remains quite small with just one or two for each theme; the
major-mode theme closes the variations; and lastly, the second theme shows some reminiscence of the ﬁrst. Rosen describes the thematic relationships in Haydn’s double variations: ‘Haydn’s double variations are almost never intended to sound as if they
contain two distinct themes; the second melody appears as a free variation of the
ﬁrst, and the form is that of a mono-thematic rondo.’45 In this movement, B appears
rather less a free variation of A, though it does show references to it. The term ‘monothematic’ has been used in different ways, but as Markus Neuwirth argues, monothematicism is best understood as ‘a broad concept’, embracing structures ranging ‘from
loose motivic references to the use of a literal and complete restatement of the main
theme in the related key area’.46 While B in G minor does not restate A, it absorbs
and reiterates some elements of A. In bars 25–6 and bar 28, for example, the right
hand shows the same rhythmic gesture of two repeated staccatissimo quavers followed
by a quaver rest found previously in bars 12–13 in the right hand and in bars 14–15
43
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When a girl ceases to blush, she has lost the most powerful charm of beauty. That extreme
sensibility which it indicates, may be a weakness and encumbrance in our sex; but in yours, it
is peculiarly engaging. . . . Blushing is so far from being necessarily an attendant on guilt, that
it is the usual companion of innocence.43

In Rosina’s aria ‘Con un tenero sospiro’, Haydn provides a ‘sentimental singing style’, a sort
of noble simplicity that falls between the poles of buffa and seria styles and which included
musical imitation of breathlessness, faintness, and palpitation. But more than this, Haydn
models the heroine’s changing state of mind in something like real time––her movement from
happy memory to current anguish seeming to determine the musical form.50

In sadness and pain, the heroine learns a new set of vocabularies that communicate
despair, nervousness, and instability. In Hob. XVI: 40 B’s ﬁrst section opens with four
pairs of repeated staccatissimo quavers in the right hand that climb upwards in bars
25–6. Each pair is punctuated by a quaver rest that evokes a pulsed gasp. The left
hand, meanwhile, plugs each rhythmic gap with a short third or fourth. That this sequence of breathless, sobbing-like gestures would move quickly from p to f within just
two bars reveals a swift emotional change. This rhetorical phrasing may also be compared to a broken syntax in a sentimental literary text performed by one who has become overwhelmed: each punctuating rest functions likes a hasty dash that
47
Elaine Sisman, ‘Symphonies and the Public Display of Topics’, in Mirka (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of Topic
Theory, 90–117 at 107.
48
See Nancy November, ‘Haydn’s Melancholy Voice: Lost Dialectics in his Late Chamber Music and English
Songs’, Eighteenth-Century Music, 4 (2007), 71–106 at 84.
49
Stefano Castelvecchi, ‘From “Nina” to “Nina”: Psychodrama, Absorption, and Sentiment in the 1780s’,
Cambridge Opera Journal, 8 (1996), 91–112 at 102.
50
Matthew Head, ‘Empﬁndsamkeit’, in Caryl Clark and Sarah Day-O’Connell (eds.), The Cambridge Haydn
Encyclopaedia (Cambridge, 2019), 97–100 at 98.
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in the left hand. In bars 31–2, the right hand displays the same gesture of two slurred
quavers followed by a quaver rest heard previously in bars 12–13 in the left hand and
in bars 14–15 in the right. In short, B does not sound like a free variation of A so
much as a continuation, with repeated references to it. It cannot be detached from
A—it cannot even begin on its own as a separate entity.
Minor-mode variations, as Sisman argues, tend to change the topical nature of a
variation theme into sensibility or the learned style.47 To be more precise, what the
minore enforces, at least as exhibited here in the Allegretto e innocente, is a sensibility in distress. The shifting between major and minor operates like an oscillation between the
two states of the ﬁctional heroine: while A paints a young garden-girl or pastoral heroine’s state of innocence, B depicts a mode of sensibility in distress—one in which her
innocence is disrupted by confusion and anguish in the face of unforeseen suffering
and tribulation. B behaves pianistically in what Nancy November calls a ‘sympathygrabbing’ mode of fragmentary, teary, and sigh-laden delivery that readers of sentimental novels and listeners to operas would have been acquainted with.48 In the words
of .Stefano Castelvecchi, the experience of sensibility—or as said, a sensibility in
distress—possesses ‘a fragmentary and incomplete quality reﬂected in the tendency to
fragmentation and incompleteness within sentimental texts’.49 Unlike the smooth,
melodic, and harmonious A, B features interrupted speech, silence, gasps, sighs, and
dissonance with quick dynamic changes. Shifting between major and minor to contrast
the two states of an operatic heroine has appeared previously in the character of
Rosina in Haydn’s La vera costanza. In ‘Con un tenero sospiro’, the music twice changes
suddenly from A major to A minor. In A major, Rosina recalls her lovely time with
the Count; after the recollection, however, she voices a painful lament in the tonic
minor about her tragic fate, cursed by the cold heart of the Count: ‘Che crudel destin
spietato!’ (See Ex. 2.) Matthew Head hears ‘Con un tenero sospiro’ as follows:

EX. 2. Haydn, La vera costanza, Rosina, ‘Con un tenero sospiro’, bb. 83–6 (piano reduction by
Charles Malherbe at https://imslp.org/wiki/Special:ImagefromIndex/544410/uxupj)

51

Waldoff, ‘ Sentiment and Sensibility in La vera costanza’, 92.
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accumulates into an ‘exclamation moment’ when G minor arrives forte. What follows
the four pairs of repeated quavers with rests are repeated gestures of urgent pleading
in bar 27. The alto, tenor, and bass lines in each case perform twice an iambic rhythm,
moving from vii 4/3 to i6 in the local key of D minor. That the quavers are designated
fz further ampliﬁes the anxious effect. The soprano line nonetheless chooses to go
against the iambic rhythm: with syncopation and suspension, it repeatedly delivers falling sigh-like minor seconds (albeit without slurs). This clash between the sigh-like lament and the agitated iambic metrical scheme intensiﬁes that conﬂict, marked by
restless anguish. The pleading gestures are followed by a German sixth with an expressive turn likewise marked with a fz and syncopation. The music quickly comes down to
p again and ﬁnishes with a soft inverted sigh—anxiety is temporarily alleviated.
Like the ﬁrst section, the second section (bb. 31–6) opens with a pair of repeated
quavers in D. The subsequent three pairs of notes, while adopting a similar use of
punctuating quaver rests, are instead replaced with slurred, rising, quasi-sigh-like gestures that go in the opposite, descending direction. Gestures of urgent pleading in iambic rhythm appear again in bar 33, moving from i6 to vii 4/3 in G minor. What comes
after this is a dramatic diminished seventh held for three full quaver beats. A diminished seventh marks Rosina’s crying out, as Waldoff has highlighted, on the word ‘spietato’ in a sudden forte when she realizes she has been betrayed (see Ex. 2 above).51
Perhaps the vii 7 here in the sonata signals a similar emotive reaction; it is the sound
of being confronted by the reality of woe. Like the ﬁrst section, the music soon comes
down to p and closes with an inverted sigh that brings slight relief. In the ﬁrst section
of B1 (bb. 61–72), the sobbing repeated notes ﬁrst heard in bars 25–6 have now become subdivided, sigh-like gestures in bars 61–2. While B may still move with steps
and smaller intervals, B1 now features many more arpeggiated chords and broken
octaves alongside dotted rhythms and rhythmic subdivision. The dynamic range, too,
is pushed even further with the appearance of pp and ff. Both markings of ff occur on
the diminished sevenths in bars 63–4. In bars 68–9, the iambic rhythm appears again
on the left hand as the i6 twice moves to vii 4/3. The right hand once again decides to
contradict this rhythm, but it does so this time by slurring every three semiquavers. In
the ﬁnal bar, the double pianissimo tonic quavers are clasped between two sets of paired

CONDUCT-BOOK MATERIAL FOR POLITENESS: ANDANTE CON ESPRESSIONE FROM HOB.
XVI: 42

Innocence, as said, can be enacted by one who displays a modest and meek demeanour. This modesty interweaves with the eighteenth-century social culture of politeness,
which emphasizes a noble, polished decorum; the ‘aristocratic ideal of character’, highlighted earlier, calls for precisely the self-restraint and courtliness that polite culture
exempliﬁes. Sentimental literature also plays a role in this culture; Richardson’s novels
are said to have exempliﬁed conduct-book-like functions that promoted the cultivation
of modesty and politeness in relation to femininity. His stories of sentimental heroines
were read among middle-class women not just for pleasure but also as novelized educational materials that taught young ladies virtuous behaviour. Conduct books were
popular among women in the eighteenth century: Eliza Smith’s The Complete Housewife
(1727) enjoyed eighteen editions within ﬁfty years and Angeline Goreau’s The Whole
Duty of Woman (1737), a counterpart of The Whole Duty of Man (1658), was a great success. Lord Fellamar’s praise for Sophia Western in Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (1749)
also carries a lesson to be learned by eighteenth-century female readers: ‘I should
swear she had been bred in a Court; for besides her Beauty, I never saw anything so
gentle, so sensible, so polite.’54 Alongside beauty, it was gentleness, sensibility, and politeness that set a woman apart from the ordinary world.
Princesses like Marie and her sister-in-law Karoline also conﬁrmed themselves as
well-bred beings through visible elevated conduct. In 1793, when Marie was 25 years
old, Elisabeth Vigée-Lebrun was invited to paint two portraits of the Liechtenstein
52
53
54
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quaver rests with which the ﬁrst sounds like a pair of ‘double gasps’. Sorrow may have
come to a temporary close, but the subject of Haydn’s Allegretto e innocente now ﬁnally
emerges as someone like Haydn’s Rosina who, despite having begun in a lowly and rather credulous manner, ﬁnds her gift of ﬁner feelings and receptivity blossoming
through suffering. When she recognizes the presence of agony in the world, she decides
to think for herself as one who seeks to mature—’A child of the Enlightenment’,
perhaps, as Waldoff has suggested.52
As A and B alternate with their variations, listeners, like readers of sentimental novels, may hear simultaneously the shifting between the ideal of innocence and a sensibility in distress set in a larger framework of maturing or becoming—and this maturing is
perhaps precisely why the ﬁnal section (A00 ) presents itself with more dramatic material
that breaks the perception of ‘modesty’. From the ﬂashy demisemiquaver or even
hemidemisemiquaver runs, chromatic appoggiaturas, catchy syncopation, broken
arpeggiated chords including octaves, repeated notes both in slurs and staccatissimo,
striking rolled gestures, double fermatas, calando markings, and the more extreme contrast of dynamics, to the rather humorous but abrupt ending gesture—the increasingly
exuberant rhetoric and ﬁgures not only make way for the subsequent festive presto ﬁnale (which also draws on elements from the A theme); they signal, conﬁdently, a female consciousness breaking out from ignorance and innocence. The melody certainly
still sings in simplicity, but the power of simplicity in the pastoral mode, as Sutcliffe
has argued, does not always exclude both playfulness and irony.53

sisters, to be displayed in the newly renovated palace in the Herrengasse. VigéeLebrun chose to paint Maria and Karoline as, respectively, Ariadne (Pl. 4) and Iris,
the goddess of the rainbow. Ariadne was known not only for her beauty but also her
naivety in having trusted Theseus, who ended up abandoning her on Naxos. This
myth became popular material for many ancient Greek poets and later European
artists, including Haydn, who composed a cantata for soprano and keyboard, Arianna a
Naxos, Hob. XXVIb: 2. It was nonetheless not the ﬁrst time that Vigée-Lebrun had
painted a public ﬁgure as Ariadne. In 1790, the year in which Haydn published
15
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PL. 4. Elisabeth Vigée-Lebrun, Countess Maria Josepha Hermengilde Esterházy, née Princess von und zu
Liechtenstein, 1793. Reproduced by Permission. ß 2020 LIECHTENSTEIN, The Princely
Collections, Vaduz-Vienna/SCALA, Florence
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Arianna a Naxos, Vigée-Lebrun also painted Emma Hart (1765–1815), who was then
also 25, as Ariadne. The depictions of Marie and Emma as Ariadne, however, exhibit
drastically different character ideals, even though they were painted by the same pair
of hands. An icon of sexuality, Emma reclines in a relaxed and licentious manner,
exposing much of her arm, shoulder, and breast in the portrait. Marie, on the contrary, sits in a calm and cultured posture, neatly putting one hand on her knees with
the other supporting her chin. Fully covered in a dark purple long-sleeved dress, Marie
has another piece of wine-red hairband that ﬂows elegantly down to cover her lower
body. Vigée-Lebrun’s amusing recollection of the Esterházy’s reception of the two
paintings unveils much of the family’s expectations for courtly politeness: Karoline’s
husband Prince Alois I and the heads of the Esterházy family were not pleased with
how Karoline is shoeless in the portrait and, to ensure his grandparents would not be
mortiﬁed, Alois I decided not only to place a ‘pretty little pair of shoes’ under the portrait but also made up a story about how the shoes went missing. Karoline’s shoes, he
said, had slipped off and fallen to the ground by accident during the painting
process.55
If the Allegretto e innocente ﬁrst movement of Hob. XVI: 40 can be viewed as a ﬁctional
narrative that outlines a typical Richardsonian sentimental heroine, the ﬁrst movement
of Hob. XVI: 42 in D major, Andante con espressione, can perhaps be heard as music
with a conduct-book-like function. The Andante’s listeners, like readers of conduct-book
materials, hear the ﬁrst sign of the proper behaviour expected of women through the
dotted rhythm. Set in a much slower tempo at a piano dynamic, the opening dotted
gestures produce a mannered, courtly character; they whisper, with pivotal help from
the rhetorical rests, how an idealized woman should conduct herself with, in the words
of Tom Beghin, a ‘hesitancy, almost shyness’ (Ex. 3).56
The theme in bars 1–8 delineates how a polite woman ought to walk, think, and
speak. The small gestures that start off the theme mimic an attempt to take short, elegant steps to walk forward with grace and care. This way of walking aligns with the instruction of The Polite Academy (1762), which claims a woman must learn how to walk
elegantly before she can dance gracefully. To do so, writes the author, the head must
be held up without any stiffness. Her whole person must be kept upright; her shoulders
must fall easily; her arms must be dropped gracefully down to the waist. Her steps
must be short; her feet must not be lifted too high; the foot that was up should be
brought down slowly with a relaxed motion. The manner of walking the book teaches
requires a little shyness, for when the woman wants to curtsy while walking, she must
always look down instead of staring. In dancing, too, the eyes must not stare, lest this
corrupt the modest manner. The dancer must let her hands fall with ease to touch the
skirt of her coat below the waist and take hold of it gently, and she must only take
hold of her clothes with her foreﬁnger and thumb while other ﬁngers remain slightly
separated but not gaping. She must not stiffen her elbows but let her whole person
sway a little sideways. The whole bodily ﬁgure, in short, must appear light,
perfect, and easy as it moves.57
A polite lady should not only take small steps in walking but also in thinking. She is
to ponder, but her curiosity must be limited and restrained, lest she starts to fantasize.

EX. 3. Haydn, Hob. XVI: 42, I, bb. 1–8

One of the chief beauties in a female character, is that modest reserve, that retiring delicacy,
which avoids the public eye, and is disconcerted even at the gaze of admiration. . . . I do not
wish you to be insensible to applause. If you were, you must become, if not worse, at least
less amiable women. But you may be dazzled by that admiration, which yet rejoices our
hearts. . . . This modesty, which I think so essential in your sex, will naturally dispose you to
be rather silent in company, especially in a large one. . . . People of sense and discernment
will never mistake such silence for dullness. One may take a share in conversation without
uttering a syllable. The expression in the countenance shews it, and this never escapes an
observing eye. . . . Be even cautious in displaying your good sense. . . . But if you happen to
have any learning, keep it a profound secret, especially from the men, who generally look
with a jealous and malignant eye on a woman of great parts, and a cultivated
understanding.60

The avoidance of stares and silence by no means suggests complete verbal disengagement. Good manners and reﬁned sense can still be displayed in nice, elegant conversations. Avoiding speaking too much remains the key of politeness, however, for the
lady must not dominate and interrupt but speak gently and timely. Bars 9–12 in the second section suggest musically a possible polite conversation between a gentleman and
58
59
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As Sisman notes, the rests here are among the music’s most signiﬁcant features, as they
make the theme sound as if it is ‘caught in the act of its own invention’.58 Caught up
in her thinking, the subject hesitates, because she, as a reserved person, is not entirely
sure about her thoughts. But a state of uncertainty is by no means a state of being lost.
Like a girl who dances gracefully, she must not wander aimlessly or lose control lest
delicacy be forgotten. Just as she must not reveal frantic thoughts, she is also not to
speak too much, for that may deﬁle. Originally written in French, Marchioness de
Lambert’s Advice of a Mother to her Daughter (1728) states that ‘the greatest prudence
lies in speaking little’.59 Gregory, in his advice to his daughters, explains the importance of avoiding stares and staying silent:

I remember so well its [The Man of Feeling’s] ﬁrst publication, my mother and sisters crying
over it, dwelling upon it with rapture! And when I read it, as I was a girl of fourteen not yet
versed in sentiment, I had a secret dread I should not cry enough to gain the credit of proper
sensibility.65

To demonstrate their hearts’ capability to feel, female characters in sentimental novels
display bodily gestures that are, in the words of Paul Goring, ‘theatrical virtue in
61
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a lady of etiquette (see Ex. 4). Here, the music is temporarily transported to the more
serious key of E minor. The dotted motif is restated in V (B major), forte, in the bass; it
poses like a statement or question raised by a masculine voice. Three sets of vocal,
neatly slurred broken thirds, piano, immediately follow in the right hand like a softer,
feminine voice; they are answered by similarly polite piano gestures in the left hand in
contrary motion. This conversational exchange is repeated, and as the contrary motion
continues while moving from E minor (b. 10) to D major (b. 11), the two voices eventually join together as if they have come into delightful accord.
Politeness, like the pastoral, cannot be strictly classiﬁed as a feminine topic, for it
also belongs to the broader eighteenth-century culture of sociability. However, in the
discourse of politeness, women in particular were expected to perform visible polite
gestures as they were taught to be watched by men. According to The Polite Academy,
women are ‘Objects of Love, and born to be admired, are ever changing the Air of
their Faces, and the Attitude of their Bodies, to strike the Gazer’s Heart with new
Impressions of their Beauty’.61 Polite conduct and artistic learnedness are for the sake
of ‘appearing’, of being seen, of being veriﬁed: ‘You are not only to be instructed in
elegant accomplishments, but also be taught the useful arts, so that you may be capable of appearing to advantage, both at home and abroad’, writes John Burton in
Lectures on Female Education and Manners (1793).62 Showing shyness or meekness did not
necessarily suggest fragility, even though fragility was an ideal assigned to women; on
the contrary, it could become a means that allowed a woman to assert her worth. ‘To
be admired’, Burton continues, ‘seems, indeed, the peculiar privilege of your Sex.’63
Soile Ylivuori has recently argued that the polite society as such is a concept that
resembled Michel Foucault’s theory of the Panopticon, for it ran on ‘constant selfmonitoring brought on by the state of constant visibility’. In that it granted women desirability, this gendered surveillance noted by Ylivuori was not repressive; yet it was
nonetheless repressive in that women who participated in this power formation could
be normalized and abnormalized through conduct in the form of a ‘technique of control’ that fostered hierarchical observation.64
If the ‘polite’ could exclude those who failed to display manners, those who fell short
of the visible expectations of sensibility similarly could not blame writers of sentimental
novels or composers of related musical works but only their own hardened, insensible
hearts. In 1826, Lady Louisa Stuart recalled her fear of being seen as less sympathetic
than her mother and sisters when she was younger:

EX. 4. Haydn, Hob. XVI: 42, I, bb. 9–12
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Richardsonian ﬁction’.66 Female readers, too, were expected to become absorbed
into the characters, learn these gestures, and perform polite responses when
coming across certain moving passages in order to claim polite identities.67 Such
expectations might make the actions of these women appear somewhat self-contradictory, for while the feminine ideal of the eighteenth century often revolved around the
idea of naturalness, polite responses had to be trained and imitated in a way that
required self-control (even though women were often branded as less rational beings).
This contradiction is similar in a sense to that manifested in pastoral innocence, which,
despite a topic that foregrounds naturalness, may sound rather artiﬁcial.
Despite the inconsistency presented in the pursuits of innocence and politeness, sentimental ﬁctions remained both a source of entertainment and material that taught polite responses across classes. As suggested, too, both Hob. XVI: 40’s Allegretto e innocente
and Hob. XVI: 42’s Andante con espressione might have provided opportunities for
women across classes to learn and embrace the ideals of innocence and politeness. Yet
one should resist compressing what eighteenth-century femininity was capable of into
a certain sound; what the two movements reﬂect are but a speciﬁc side of eighteenthcentury feminine sensibility and they do not, as Haydn’s own performance testiﬁes, exclude men from playing such music. Numerous musical works by Haydn also show the
complexity of the relationship between sensibility and women. Haydn’s ‘Auenbrugger’
sonatas (Hob. XVI: 35–9, 20), dedicated to the celebrated dilettantes the Auenbrugger
sisters in 1780, include much material suggesting that what femininity was capable of
cannot be reduced to simpliﬁed conclusions; the slow movement of Hob. XVI: 37, for
instance, is a hybridization between the sarabande style and the French overture that,
according to Johann Adolph Scheibe, has a certain ‘serious, manly, and pompous
character’.68 Often known as the ‘London’ sonatas, Hob. XVI: 50 and Hob. XVI: 52
also reﬂect the changing perception of femininity with their virtuosic and humorous
material that may destabilize gendered impressions. The former was composed and
dedicated to the English female virtuoso Theresa Jansen in 1794, whereas the latter
was composed for her later also around 1794/95. Both were published in 1799 by
Longman, Clementi & Co. The ﬁrst edition of Hob. XVI: 52 published by Artaria
was, however, said to have been composed for and dedicated to Magdalene von
Kurzbock in Vienna in 1798 before it was published by Longman.

PRACTISING SYMPATHETIC LISTENING TODAY?

it is by the imagination only that we can form any conceptions of what are his [the other’s]
sensations. By the imagination we place ourselves in his situation, we conceive ourselves during all the same torments, we enter as it were into his body, and become in some measure
the same person with him and thence form some idea of his sensations. His agonies, when
they are thus brought home to ourselves, when we have thus adopted and made them our
own, begin at last to affect us, and we then tremble and shudder at the thought of what he
feels.69

Kant also sees the power of imagination as part of sensibility in the cognitive faculty.70
Imagination, however, goes beyond mere receptivity and requires active sensory participation. Yet as Kant states, even productive imagination is by no means creative, for
one cannot generate an entirely new sensory experience by mere imagination: ‘The
power of imagination is either inventive (productive) or merely recollective (reproductive), but the productive power of imagination is nevertheless not exactly creative, for
its not capable of producing a sense representation that was never given to
our faculty of sense.’71
If what Kant says is true, then the music of Hob. XVI: 40’s Allegretto e innocente and
Hob. XVI: 42’s Andante con espressione would have resonated more with those who were
already steeped in the world of sentimental novels and conduct-book materials and
could, in hearing performative and virtuous gestures musically, recall, recite, relate, or
even reimagine the feminine character types or ideals encountered previously in other
works. The score may read like a living portrait itself, but when performed the music
may also bring forth an experience similar to reading a sentimental ﬁctional narrative
or a conduct-book chapter. This proposal of hearing the two movements as a musical
choreography of tasteful innocence and politeness speciﬁc to the eighteenth-century
feminine culture of sensibility is by no means the only possible reading. However, if we
do desire to hear these two works in such ways, we should expand our sensibility and
imagination by growing in our familiarity with the broader eighteenth-century discourse of sensibility.

69
70
71

Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Cambridge, 2002), 11–12.
Kant, Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View (Cambridge, 2006), 45.
Ibid. 61.
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Hob. XVI: 40–42, as the ‘princess sonatas’, are sometimes treated as Haydn’s less
sophisticated works, yet perhaps we may ﬁnd ourselves enjoying this set of sonatas, or
at least the two movements examined, rather more if we cultivate a more sympathetic
imagination once shared by the eighteenth-century listeners and readers who partook
in the culture of sensibility. Imagination, to eighteenth-century philosophers, is intrinsically linked to sensibility and sympathy. In his The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759)
Adam Smith argues that sympathy requires imagination:
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This article examines the ﬁrst movements of Haydn’s keyboard sonatas Hob. XVI: 40
and 42, composed for and dedicated to Princess Marie Esterházy. The movements are
explored alongside the various public portraits of the princess to observe how the music
might have helped conﬁrm or reinforce the feminine ideals and behaviours of the eighteenth-century culture of sensibility. The studies of Hob. XVI: 40’s Allegretto e innocente
and Hob. XVI: 42’s Andante con espressione focus respectively on the notions of innocence
and politeness. Framed in this way, these works can be heard as a musical choreography of tasteful innocence and politeness in the culture of sensibility—the music, when
performed, brings forth an experience similar to reading a sentimental ﬁctional narrative and a chapter in a conduct-book.

APPENDIX
Haydn, Hob. XVI: 40, First Movement
The transcription is based on the Berlin edition of c. 1785 (J. J. Hummel), but with the treble
C\ in bar 62 changed to Bb and the second ending in bar 99 excluding the last tonic chord
marked piano, following the Henle and Wiener Urtext editions.
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